up out on the track despite the stifling heat. Just before the call to the start line,
the Americans do a few strides and assemble. At 6:00 P.M., the 2004 Olympic
Women's Marathon takes off, the spectators, soaking with unearned sweat, clapping encouragement. It is 93 in the shade, 104 in the sun.
Most of the coaches now dash out of the area, looking for the bus that has
been promised to take us to the finish at Panathinaiko Stadium. We find it and
settle in for what we hope will be a quick ride downtown. The coach has no TV,
no radio. We cannot take the marathon route; it is closed to traffic. The one road
to town is a single, winding, two-lane country road, the only way anyone will get
back to Athens, including the British entourage and any doting loved ones who
accompanied their athlete to the start rather than wisely opting to watch the event
in the stadium on Jumhotron.

THE RACE BY TEXT MESSAGE
Gridlockquickly ensues as the bus inches toward Athens. There is noTV, no radio,
but I have an ally watching the event at Panathinaiko Stadium, Dan Benardot.
The nutritionist had been on Crete for a few days consulting with the marathoners and had come over to Athens to see the race we had all been planning for so
meticulously. Others watching in the stadium included Joe Vigil and the families
of the three U.S. marathoners.
I text message Benardot: on bus taking hack route into stadium. he there in
huun no call on developments. pls. iilform.
Response from Benardot: I-udcl(ff(gb)lst. othenvise no news.
The bus continues to inch its way. My seatmate, a young Romanian, falls
aslkep. It is close to 6:30. Shadows are lengthening on the landscape, which is
handsome in a sunburned manner. I am in no mood to enjoy it. Thin dogs lie in
the shade, panting.
Message from Benardot: moroccan running in 1st now. japanese running
strong.
Message from Benardot: deena 28th at 5k
Message from Benardot: jen 45th at 5k
I respond: we crawl along in disastrous traflc. must learn patience.
Message from Benardot: colleen 44th at 5k
I respond: thanks. pls. continue as upprop.
It is now well after 6:30. There is no clue as to the pace per kilometer or how
the women look. Though the race is using chip technology, the times posted on
the Jumbotron seem many minutes after the women have run over the 5K split.
My seatmate continues to sleep. I try to make heads or tails of what is going on
in the race by eavesdropping on other conversations in English. Via their cell
phones, they are hearing Radcliffe and a Japanese runner are in the hunt. Minutes
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drag. Shadows outside the window lengthen. Dogs continue to lie in the shade.
It must still be hot.
(Finally) Message from Benardot: deena 17th at IOk
I respond: good place
I hear later that the sports commentators on TV, especially the BBC, were
wondering what was wrong with Deena, who had the fourth-fastest time coming
in. Surely she should be running with the front pack. Having attended the marathon
summit, however, where I heard Martin's wise advice to run conservatively at the
start, and having seen the workouts Vigil had designed for Deena and watched her
hammer them, I had little doubt this is where she wanted to be at the end of the
flat stretch along the coast. The hills into Athens, for which she had so carefully
prepared by mnning full tilt up mountains, would be next.
Message from Benardot: jen and colleen 34-35 at IOk
I respond: crawl crawl. chap next to me snoring
The Romanian is indeed snoring, his head bobbing up and down. He obviously
has no cell phone nor allies at Panathinaiko. His athlete may have a sore ankle
and be planning to drop out. Perhaps he has been testing out Athenian nightlife
with abundant enthusiasm. I stare at the cell phone, willing good news. Finally,
I get it.
Message from Benardot: deena 13th,jen 32nd, colleen 35th at 15k
I respond: thx (should have been Thx!)
Message from Benardot: deena 13th,jm 32nd at 20k. radclifback to 7th.
Message from Benardot: deena 12th at halfway
Message from Benardot: jen and colleen 32-33 at half
- ,Message from Benardot: deena looks good running on camera
This is the first time I leam how Deena is looking as she runs up the hills into
Athens. She had run strongly through all her workouts on Crete and resented
the need to taper. Chatting to Benardot on Crete, she said she has never felt so
strong in her life, noting she has adjusted her eating patterns to follow his advice. While at the resort, the nutritionist analyzed the eating patterns of all three
women marathoners. All eat well and are getting the requisite calories. Deena,
however, is closest to the ideal pattern of balancing her intake of calories with her
expenditure of energy throughout the day. She eats frequently and adventurously,
shunning few foods.
The bus is now moving more freely as my companion snores on. We aremoving
through city neighborhoods, the driver anxious to avoid the downtown gridlock
caused by the marathon. We are an hour and a half into the race, and none of us
has seen a step. We rumble our displeasure in a dozen languages. 1 continue to
stare at the cell phone. More good news.
Message from Benardot: deena izow llrlz at 25k
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IN PANATHINAIKO STADIUM
We near downtown. The bus driver begins to circle away from the stadium area
to avoid closed roads. In squawking revolt, we yell for the doors to open so that
we can scamper to the stadium, in the near distance across a park. I find Benardot
(rt side of stadium, entry 4-5.5 rows up, look left) and plunk down on the ancient
marble seat just in time to catch the places at 30K: Deena eighth, Jen 32nd, and
Colleen 36th. What had seemed possible when we clustered together in May is
increasingly within grasp.
I get my first look at the race as the runners top the hills at 31K. Japan's Mizuki
Noguchi leads. Ethiopian Elfenesh Alemu is in second, followed by Radcliffe in
third. Radcliffe looks had, though her style has never been graceful. This time
it's extra raggedy. Deena, short brown-blonde hair tucked up in her white hat, is
smooth and strong, the way she looked in the 10K final at the U.S. Olympic Trials in Sacramento. She ran that race as a hard workout, lapping nearly the entire
field, and won at near the American record. Deena is in the second pack, two
minutes hack from Noguchi.
By 35K, Deena is in sixth place. It is hard to get her splits, hut we later learn
that she has run her fastest 5K so far, 1792. In the next two kilometers, Radcliffe
falters and finally drops out, the strain of her countrymen's high expectations
and her aggressive performance in the hills and heat taking its toll. No one who
sees her hitter tears can remain unmoved. Deena is not aware: she has not seen
Radcliffe leave the race. At 40K, Deena is in fourth place, though she thinks, we
leam later, she is in fifth. With a kilometer to go, she passes Alemu and approaches
the stadium. Only when someone in the crowd tells her does she realize that she
is lieading for a bronze medal.
Inside the stadium, all is wild. Everyone is on their feet. Noguchi enters, a
tiny runner gamely hanging on for the final 500 meters. Close behind is Kenya's
Catherine Ndereba, who has led Deena the whole way. Deena bursts in a minute
behind, having run the SK between 3SK and 40K in 16:20, the fastest 5K of the
entire race by any runner-this after 21K of hills in 90-degree heat. By comparison, Noguchl ran that legm 1656,
Ndereha in 16:40 Head h ~ g hun( der the whlte hat, her slenderbody
looking so strong that she seems to
have another dozen miles in her,
Deena circles the stadium, crying
with happiness. She finishes in

-

4 Deena enters the Olympic
Stadium looking like she could run
another 12 miles.
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2:27:20, the last half-marathon three minutes faster than her first. Anearby group
of Brits graciously offer congratulations. I cannot breathe for joy.
Jen finishes 34th and Colleen 39th, despite her troubled foot, fine performances
in these conditions. Of the 82 who started, 66 finish. The U.S. team is fourth in
combined times.

AUGUST 23, OLYMPIC STADIUM,
MARATHON MEDAL CEREMONY
AU.S. runner has medaled in the Olympic marathon for the first time since 1984.
Ever gracious, Deena, now a media darling, gives credit to others: Vigil, Andrew,
herrunning partners, herfamily, Dave Martin, dozens of others. All know, however,
it is her talent, character, intelligence, and focus that enabled her to so skillfully
absorb these gifts from others.
The medal ceremony is early evening the next day in the packed Olympic Stadium, seating 80,000. She receives her medal, bouquet, and laurel wreath from the
gmat middle-distance runner, Sebastian Coe. How fitting. Later, dining outdoors
at a tavema, she gives her bouquet to Ginia. Ginia will put it under glass.

AUGUST 29, OLYMPIC STADIUM,
MARATHON MEDAL CEREMONY
It is the second marathon medal ceremony of the Games and the concluding ceremony of all. As is tradition, it takes place within the closing ceremony before a
jubilant sold-out crowd.
.. , Out toward the awards stand walk the winners of the Olympic Men's Marain^.Panathinaiko Stadium a scant hour and
thon, which finished at the neighbor
a half before. Meb Keflezighi, dressed in
his USOC Awards Ceremony attire, ap:::
proaches the podium for the silver.
This time, I had watched the entire
marathon in Panathinaiko Stadium on
Jumbotron. Though I had seen Meb win
the 10K decisively at the Olympic Trials and run tough workouts on Crete, I
doubted his chances to medal. After all,
his marathon PR was over three dozen
places slowerthan othersin the field while
Deena's was fourth best. Meb's story is
told well in the last issue of Marathon &
4 Deena afrer the medal ceremony in Athens.
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